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• LOW PLANETARY ORBITS ONLY
- Material Specific
- Preferentially in Ram
- Low MarsO, rblt Also Contains AO
- For Some=Ma.teria!s,'Synergy W/ UV
- Ionized AO Also Reactive.
• CHANGES MATERIAL SURFACE PROPERTIES
- Optical and Th,ermal Properties
Surface Conductivities
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- Differential Charging in Geo Substorms
- Solar Flares in Interplanetary Space
• LOW PLANETARY ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
- Arcing TO or Thru Ionized Plasma
- Dielectric Breakdown of Anodized Surfaces
- Arcing at Conductor-Insulator Junctions
• PASCHEN BREAKDOWN- PLANETARY SURFACE
- Martian Atm Pressure Ideal for Discharges
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- Pinholes in Insulators
- Change of Thermal Properties
- Sites for Arcing, Sputtering
- Possible Site of Kapton Pyrolysis
• NEED FOR REDUNDANCY OR HEALING
- Fluid Lines and Heat Pipes
• LOCAL PLASMA CREATED AT SITE
- May Produce Prompt Arcing
- Arcs Enlarge Damaged Area


















• S-CUBED DIV. OF MAXWELL LABORATORIES
• NASCAP (3-D, Particle Tracking)
- Calculates Charging in GEO
- Obtainable thru COSMIC
- Mature Code, Industry Standard
• NASCAP/LEO (3-D, Particle Tracking)
- Calculates Charging, Currents in LEO
- Release thru COSMIC This Year
- Under Final Testing
• EPSAT, EWB (l-D, Systems Tools)
- Evaluate Multipl e Interactions
- QUick, APproximate
- Under Beta Testing
- May Be Ideal Starting Point for SEI
NASCAP model of NASA's
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Total atomic oxygen erosion during a 10-year mission life for three











Current Collection and Snapover
• ELECTRON COLLECTION AND SNAPOVER
- SnapOver at Potentials _ +100 V
- Insulators Act as Electron Conductors
- Large Power Drains
• ION,COLLECTION AND SPUTTERING
- Ions Focused Onto Insulation Defects
- Sputtering at Potentials _ -100 V
• FLOATING POTENTIALS
- ion and Electron Currents Must Balance
- Ease ofElectron Collection Makes
Systems Float Negative
• POWER SYSTEM GROUND IMPORTANT
- Grounds on Moon, Mars Difficult?
78
ARCING ON SOLARCELLARRAY SAMPLES
2x4 cm WRAPAROUNDCELLSON KAPTON
-1 kV BIASED ARRAY CIRCUIT




DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN OF ANODIZED SURFACES IN A PLASMA
SSF Solar Array Negative Orounding Effects
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Peak Currents of Plasma Arcs















Effluents, Neutral and Ionized
• NEUTRAL EFFLUENTS
- Thruster Firings and Gas Dumps
- Change Vehicle Floating Potential
- May Interact Chemi_cak!!y .wit h__Surfaces
- May Become Ionized by UV, Critical
Ionization Velocity, Charge Exchange
- Source of Contamination
• IONIZED EFFLUENTS
- Ion Thrusters, Radioactive Sources
- May Be Attracted Back by E Fields
- Change Vehicle POtential .........




Winds, Dust,. and Contamination
• NEUTRAL DUST CONTAMINATION
- P-rope||ed by Wir/d-s-0r Rocket Exhausts
- May Have High Sticking Factors
- Can Change Thermal, Optical Properties
- Attracted to Charged Surfaces by
Dipole Attractions
• CHARGED DUST
- Mars, Moon - Photoelectric Effect
- Mars - Triboelectric Charging
- Attracted Strongly to Charged Surfaces
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